
A Strategy Guide for the Preservation of Gardeners

In the Queen’s garden, it’s important to use your head, or risk losing it. This strategy guide is for Paint the 
Roses gardeners who wish to increase the odds of keeping their heads.

We do not explain the rules here. This guide assumes that you have read the Official Rule Book, and have 
planted one or two gardens to get the feel of the game. Perhaps you have already lost your heads once or 
twice. There’s motivation for you!

Core Principles
Successful gardening requires careful planning. This guide will help you cultivate a shared strategy for the 
selection and placement of rose bushes. The strategy grows from two core principles:

1. Share and learn information. You cannot, of course, reveal your whim card directly to other 
gardeners, but in general you should plant bushes to make it as easy as possible for others to learn your 
card. At the same time, you might be able to learn something new about the whim cards held by 
other gardeners.

2. Create opportunity. Successful gardening requires keeping your options open. By strategically 
selecting and planting bushes, you can make it easier to reveal information in the future. Poor bush 
selection and placement can severely limit information sharing in future turns. 

The two core principles interact in a subtle way. In general, when you plant a bush, other gardeners know 
you are trying to () show as much as possible about your card and () create opportunity for future moves.
If the other gardeners know the strategy you use to create opportunity, then they can understand why you 
might choose to plant a certain bush in a certain location. And, as a result, they are better able to deduce 
information about your card. For this reason, it is critically important that the entire team of gardeners 
share and use the same strategy.



Greenhouse Maintenance
As an example, of the second core principle, you want to keep as much shape and color diversity as possible 
in your greenhouse so that gardeners have as many options as possible for their future gardening.  As a 
concrete example, suppose you have the following greenhouse and want to plant a spade shaped bush to 
illustrate your current whim.

There are two options for planting a spade.  You could plant the red spade, though in doing so the next 
gardener might not have a red bush available.  If you really needed a red bush to illustrate your whim card, 
then that’s what you would need to do.  However, in our example you wanted a spade shaped bush in which 
case you could just as well plant the yellow spade shrub leaving the greenhouse as diverse as you can, 
because there will still be a yellow rose available.  Not only have you maintained diversity in the greenhouse 
but your fellow gardeners knowing that you will do this can recognize that if you have this greenhouse and 
plant the red space bush then it was the red attribute that was important. In this way, when you violate the 
principle of creating opportunity, it servers to make the information you’ve given stronger. 

Where to Plant Shrubs
To illustrate this point, as well as the two core principles, 
let’s start with a simple example. We’ll assume the garden 
starts like it would at the beginning of a game as shown, 
with corresponding numbered garden positions: 

Before we dive into the example, notice that the 
starting setup includes some board positions which are 
particularly good for placing shrubs next to a particular 
shape or color in a very clear way. We call these “indicator 
spaces” or just “indicators”. 
 
Let’s say you have a pink/yellow medium card, if you play 
a pink shrub in position , and place two cubes, your card
is immediately clear. Yellow is the only attribute that is 
adjacent to your tile twice, and because you have a medium 
card, the other gardeners know that you must have color 
to color, making your card pink/yellow. Because of this, 
position  is a yellow indicator.

So now, let’s consider position . If you plant a bush
there, placing two cubes on the bush could indicate either 
yellow or heart. However, because position  is a uniquely
a yellow indicator we can know that the player would have 
preferred using  for yellow, and therefore  is an ideal heart indicator.



Indicators don’t require multiple adjacencies. For example,  could be considered a red indicator (placing
only one cube) . Why not spade? Because position  is the preferred spade indicator.

Keep in mind, however, that indicators change over time as new shrubs are planted. For example, once the 
yellow indicator at  is occupied, it may no longer be clear whether indicator  is a heart indicator 
or a yellow indicator.

Now that you understand indicators, let’s walk 
through an example that illustrates the two 
core principles.

Example: Suppose you are the first player to 
take a turn. Suppose you are holding a 
hard whim card which has red/heart and 
suppose you have this greenhouse:

What are your options?
You want to reveal as much information as possible 
about your whim card. Since you don’t have a heart 
in the greenhouse, in order to give any information 
you must pick up the red spade and place it next to 
at least one heart. Placement options are:

 | Space  - with  cube; could be reasonable
because  is a yellow indicator

 | Space  - with  cube; but it wouldn’t be
clear whether you want red or heart

 | Space  - with  cube; reasonable choice
for heart, because  is a violet indicator

 | Space  - with  cubes; reasonable choice
for heart, because  is a yellow indicator

 | Space  - with  cube; reasonable choice
for heart, because  is a club indicator

Which of the reasonable choices is best?

The key to this decision is the second core principle, “create opportunity.” You want to keep as many 
options open as possible. This includes making sure that there are ample “indicators” on the board for 
showing future whim card attributes.

Since you will be placing a red spade on the board, putting it at  leaves open the most options for the
future. This placement does consume the red indicator at , but it creates a new red indicator at  and 
preserves the spade indicator at  (with  cubes) , which now also can be used as both a red indicator (with
 cubes) and a violet indicator (with  cube) .

If instead you placed the red spade at , you would ruin a good heart indicator, and if you placed it at ,
you would ruin the best yellow indicator. Placing it at  could work, creating a new red indicator at  , but it 
would make  more confusing with two adjacent hearts, yellows, and reds.



After you’ve placed the red spade at , can other gardeners deduce your whim card?

First, they can determine that one of the attributes on 
your whim card is heart: Both violet and heart would be 
consistent with placing one cube, but based on the first 
core principle ( if you wanted violet, you would have 
been able to show that uniquely by planting your bush 
at position  (the clear violet indicator) . Therefore, one
attribute is heart.

But what about the other attribute? Can they determine 
whether you have red/heart or spade/heart? It seems 
unlikely at first, but based on the core principles, they 
actually can! If you had spade-heart, which spade would 
you have picked up from the greenhouse -- the red one or 
the yellow one?

Well, based on the second core principle, you would want 
to preserve as much variety as possible in the greenhouse 
for future turns. To that end, you would pick up the 
yellow spade, because there is another spade and another 
yellow rose in the greenhouse. The fact that you instead 
picked up the red spade tells the other gardeners that you 
needed red (not spade)  to complete your whim card, so 
they can successfully guess that you have red/heart.

Note that it is not always possible to deduce a hard 
whim card on the first turn. In this case, we were lucky 
that the mix of bushes in the greenhouse permitted the 
deduction.

Whim Card Selection
As a rough rule of thumb, if little information is known about other gardener’s cards and you need to select 
a card, then take a medium or easy card, unless the queen is chasing too closely. More broadly, think about 
how many turns will be taken before your turn, and based on that how much information might be known 
about your card just based on the clue tokens you might play off your turn. For example, if you are the next 
player to move, then you probably want to select an easy or medium card unless the queen is right at your 
tail and moving  or  spaces each turn.

To begin the game, the first player to go should take an easy or medium whim card. The choices of the 
other players will depend on how aggressive the group wants to play. In a moderately aggressive  player
game, you could have the first person pick an easy or medium, then the next two pick a medium and the 
final person pick a hard. Start playing less aggressively and adjust to find which is most fun for your group. 
Starting with hard cards too early in the game will let you get ahead of the queen but typically at the cost of 
not “gardening for the future” in that you create a board making later turns less informative.



Here’s some general guidance:

 | Easy Cards- Experienced players can do well without ever picking an easy card. However, these are really 
good options for a more inexperienced (or younger)  player especially when the Queen is only moving 
 or  spaces on each guess. Occasionally there can be unique board positions and end-game positions
where this option is best even for experienced players if possible.

 | Medium Cards- During the earlier portions of the game when the Queen is only moving  or  positions
on each guess you typically will want to have some medium cards in play since they help create some 
distance between you and the queen which is good to have later in the game, and they usually can 
be uniquely identified with a single move. In a more aggressive game you will want enough medium 
cards in circulation to avoid having a situation when there is not enough information for the group 
to correctly identify at least one whim card.  Once the queen is moving  and  you will need to select
medium cards much more sparingly. 

 | Hard Cards- If the queen reaches the point where she’s moving  or  positions each guess then you
have to rely on taking mostly hard cards so that you don’t allow the queen to gain on you. If when 
you are drawing, the group already knows (or almost knows)  another whim card, then this is a good 
opportunity to take a hard card as a way to get further ahead of the queen. As discussed earlier, in more 
aggressive games you’ll usually keep one or two hard cards in play. Another good time to select a hard 
card is when there are at least  other players who will take their turns before you.

Tracking Whim Card Possibilities
Each shrub planted provides information for every player’s whim card. Since the garden is constantly 
evolving, it can help to create shorthand notation to keep track of options for other players. Or if you want 
to keep game play moving faster, just remember what you can without any note taking.

As a simple convention, everyone can keep track of the whim card options for the person to their left. 
Typically, once some clue token is placed, all consistent whim card options can be listed. Using a shorthand 
like “V, P, R, Y” the colors (using V for violet/purple)  and “C,H,S,D” for the shapes can help. Find what works 
for you. Then as future turns occur, options no longer consistent with the clue tokens can be marked off.

Some things to remember are:
 | The clue tokens apply at the time when the bush was planted. It can be hard to remember the board 

position which is why keeping some notes can be helpful.
 | You get information about someone not placing any clue tokens. If you already have a list of options, 

then just mark off those that are no longer consistent. In other situations perhaps just make a note of 
the tile placed and the adjacent tiles to make use of later.

 | For non-active players, they had no choice about what was played, so all you can make use of is the 
direct information provided by their clue tokens.

 | For the active player, you can do much more sophisticated reasoning about their whim card by looking 
at all the choices they had in the green house, and all the places they could have placed the tile. Don’t 
forget to look at what was already known about their whim card (which the player to their left is 
tracking)  as well as situations when the play they selected will identify another player’s whim card when 
there were only a few options still being considered.



Guessing
Prioritize the next active player for guessing since the active player can provide the most information about 
their whim card. The last thing you want to happen is for everyone to already know the active player’s whim 
card when they are about to move.  Unless you want to live dangerously, don’t double guess but rather save 
that knowledge for upcoming turns. The key exception to both of these, is that you need to violate them if 
you would lose the game if you don’t. 

Magic Tiles
When a player has a hard whim card, there are special 
situations that we like to refer to as magic tiles.

As a simple example, let’s return to the starting board. Let’s 
suppose you are holding a hard whim card that is a  
purple/diamond. Furthermore, suppose that one of the 
greenhouse options is a purple diamond. Let’s think about 
what happens if the purple diamond bush from the greenhouse 
is placed in position  (the one that is adjacent to the purple
spade, purple diamond, and pink diamond near the bottom 
left) . How many clue tokens will the player place? Yes,  clue
tokens will be placed which at first is counter-intuitive because 
there are only  of any one attribute. The trick is that it uses
both attributes of the played tile, the diamond against to 
purples, and the purple against one diamond. This is why we 
call it a magic indicator. Whenever you see that the greenhouse 
has a bush that would create a magic indicator, consider this in 
your reasoning.

As the active gardener these magic indicators when they exist 
allow you to uniquely identify a hard whim card with a single 
tile placement.

As one more example, suppose you have the board to the left 
where another player, who is holding a hard whim card, just 
placed the two clue tokens when the pink club bush was placed. 
What can you conclude about their whim card?

Observe that regardless of whether that player was the one who 
planted the bush, you know that their whim card is pink/club. 
The club against one pink, and the pink against one club.



When No Clue Tokens Are Played
When a player does not play any clue tokens, this provides some information that can be very valuable in 
future turns. At smaller player counts it can help to pick something small for each player to use as what 
we’ve called a “splat” which is just a way of indicating that they did not put any clue tokens on it for their 
current whim card. Otherwise the same information and more can be kept track of with diligent use of the 
“placement order” notepad. Each player will clear these splats (along with any clue tokens)  whenever their 
whim card is correctly guessed.

To show the information value of a  clue token
turn, let’s start with an example where you can 
deduce a whim card from a single splat. Let’s 
suppose a player is holding a pink/pink easy card 
with the following garden and greenhouse

Notice that there is no option where the player 
can plant a bush that would enable them to place 
a clue token. In order to improve both greenhouse 
variety and garden quality, the best option would 
be to place the yellow spade somewhere that 
would either help create a better yellow indicator 
or spade indicator on the board. Suppose the 
active player chooses to put their tile above and to 
the right of the red spade on space  in the garden
and will not place any clue tokens. Observe that 
the other players can deduce that this player has 
a pink/pink whim card because there would have 
been a way to place a bush to uniquely identify 
any other easy card option with clue tokens. Since 
they did not do this, they must have had a 
pink/pink whim card.

Observe that not only did the active player show their card without being able to place any clue tokens, but 
in doing so they were able to improve the greenhouse and use this as an opportunity to build up indicators 
on the board. Other options in deciding what tile to play when you are going to splat is to think about if 
you can learn valuable information about another player’s whim card where you have already reduced it 
to a small number of options, or to “fish” by picking a place to put the shrub that has a lot of neighboring 
tiles. You will need to balance these options with each other to decide what is best in the given situation. So 
while it might seem like bad luck to not be able to make a move that places any clue tokens, sometimes you 
can really take advantage of this situation.

While we just provided the simple example of deducing a whim card from a single splat, there are a variety 
of other situations included deducing a whim card from a tile with cubes plus a prior splat or using 
reasoning that combines the selected tile/position with what “could have been shown” given existing splats 



Trade-Offs
While we’ve given general guidelines here, there are many trade-offs between these guidelines that will take 
practice and experience to learn how to balance. Here are some additional aspects that are important to pay 
attention to, especially earlier in the game when setting up the garden is important and the cost of a wrong 
guess is small.

 | You don’t want to play a shrub such that the last touchable attribute (color or shape)  on the board is 
buried since then any card with that attribute will be hard to show.

 | There is a balance between the garden set-up, showing your own card and confirming another player’s 
card (meaning no matter how many clue tokens they place combined with the information you already 
have, you will know their card) .

 O You can try to find places on the board to show both cards
 O You can learn another gardener’s card and show some information about your own card but at 

the cost of revealing less about your own card than you could have.
 O If a player uses their turn to give strong information about a different player’s card, then you 

can’t reason as strongly about what the active player’s card might be, because they may not 
have been prioritizing their own card for that placement.

 | At the beginning of the game the trade-off between creating good indicators in the garden and showing 
your card will favor creating a good garden since without that you will likely have problems later in the 
game, and the cost of a wrong guess is small. In contrast, at the end of the game showing your card is far 
more important than having good indicators in the garden.

With these tools at your disposal, you will be able to plant more impressive, higher scoring gardens, all while 
keeping your neck safe. Best of luck out there and remember, if you don’t use your head, you might lose it.


